Stained Glass Rose Wall Quilt

- Quick bias, black (takes 4–5 yards)
- Fat quarter for background
- Fat quarter for rose
- Fat quarter for leaves
- 24” fabric for backing
- 24” low loft batting
- ½ yard for border and binding
- Heat ‘n’ Bond Lite (24”) …you cannot sew through the regular so make sure to get the Heat ‘n’ Bond Lite
- Black thread
- Mechanical pencil
- Sewing machine
- Basic sewing notions; i.e. pins, scissors, paper scissors
- Clover mini iron (this works well when applying bias)
- Sulky KK 2000 spray adhesive (will be provided in class)

Note: shaded fabric such as Quilters Cotton, Batik work well for this project. Remember, you want the look of a stained glass window.